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NEWSLETTER juli 2021 
We would like to look back at the past six months. 

The final exams in this corona epidemic are over. For us another challenge 
to compile a new list of students for the coming school year. This is done in 
consultation with Simone, teachers and the board. The number of children 
who qualify depends on donations that come in. For the board this is quite a 
task to identify paying sponsors. Fortunately, donations are made regularly 
but there are also "spontaneous" stops in sponsoring. For the treasurer it is 
difficult to make an exact overview of how much is available each month 
for the school. Contribution to the foundation is voluntary but it is very 
annoying for us to find out months later that fixed amounts have stopped. In 
this difficult corona time, we understand this but children can only join the 
project if there is sponsorship in return. We hope for the coming school year 
that we can give as many children as possible an education. 

Have a nice summer vacation and hopefully we will see each other soon in 
Thalassa.



MEETING THROUGH ZOOM JANUARY 2021 
Also the board of the foundation has discovered “live video conference", physical contact with 
Indonesia was unfortunately not possible and in this way we could still meet. According to Simone 
there are big problems at the school regarding the collection of school fees and the payment of 
the salaries to the teachers. The foundation has become the main sponsor of the school in this 
corona pandemic. Parents have lost their jobs, most are employed in the tourism industry. There 
is almost no school money coming in because parents can't pay and the support from the 
government is minimal. Simone and the teachers have drawn up a plan and the motivation of the 
students to follow education is strictly monitored. One absence from school and diving lessons at 
Thalassa with a good reason is allowed but with a second absence they are immediately dropped 
from the sponsorship project. For twenty highly motivated students who are not in the sponsor 
project, the foundation supports with a monthly "bonus" subside so they can still complete the 
education. The extra donations to the foundation are used for this, all the small amounts of 
money we receive are used 100%, therefore your support is very important.



DIVE FAIR DUIKVAKER IN THE NETHERLANDS  
Normally in the first weekend of February the Dive Fair would be held in Houten Netherlands. 
But by corona everything was canceled and we could not present ourselves as a board on the 
stand of Thalassa Dive Resort. Also, we could not do the auction and other activities to raise 
money for the children in Indonesia. As a result, we missed a lot of money that we otherwise 
used for the school. That is very unfortunate and hopefully next year better!

However, the Dive Fair did go virtual and we were able to make contacts via live video zoom. 
Simone and Arjan have made wonderful You Tube videos which you can seen under this code. 

Watch Simone's video about the foundation here: https://youtu.be/-pHByrtwyuk



DISTRESS CALL FROM SIMONE, ARJEN AND THALASSA TEAM!!! 
Because there has been no income for Thalassa Dive Resort this year, and also no financial 
support from the Indonesian government, it has become impossible for Simone to pay the costs 
of her resorts. This also has a major impact for the children's education. Large parts of the 
training is held at the dive resort, children use the theory room, pool, dive equipment and boats 
to learn diving. One coincides with other!  

Hence this fundraising action: https://gogetfunding.com/helpthalassa/ 

Dear Thalassa friends, 

Who could ever have thought that the Corona virus situation would unfold the way it has, and that it would last so 
long? With you not able to travel to us, the year 2020 forced us to find alternative sources of income: we try to 
sell our pizzas to the Manadonese through delivery or at our resort and we offer diving in the Bunaken National 
Park to the locals or expats. However, this proves to be extremely difficult in times of crisis, the income is barely 
enough to pay any working staff. We also have to maintain our beautiful resorts with limited resources, always 
hoping that everything will return to normal soon. How wrong have we been last year! 

We are not out of this yet!  

To be very honest, we expect this situation to last at least until the end of the summer, maybe even the end of the 
year. As I write this, I see our life's work crumbling down and any income generated now is simply not enough to 
keep the doors open. We are still trying to help the students of our school, our wonderful team is still getting 
together every week to do what they can. However, I don't see how we can stay afloat unless I ask you for help. 
And I hate asking for help. It's not in my nature, I much prefer to help others, but this is the reality we are facing. 

So what is our goal? 

Understandably, running two resorts without guests is very expensive, so the target amount of this crowdfunding 
campaign is to cover the bare minimum of monthly expenses to bridge the gap between now and the end of 2021. 
The expenses include the following essentials: 

Night security at the resorts, Basic salary core team, Utilities/electricity, Cost of work visas and licenses, 
Marketing and essential software expenses. 

Do you want to help us? 

Your donation will help us push through the year 2021, making sure that our beautiful resorts, which we have 
worked so hard for, will be able to stay up and running by the time travel restrictions are lifted once again.  

On behalf of our crazy, lovely and caring Thalassa family in Manado and on Lembeh, I want to thank you with all 
my heart. 

Simone, managing owner.



TOURIST INDUSTRY GETS PRIORITY IN VACCINATION! 
Fortunately, almost all of Thalassa's staff, personnel and teachers of the school received 
their first Astra Zeneca vaccine at the end of April. The Indonesian government has 
prioritized vaccinating the entire tourist industry and as soon as air travel resumes, 
tourists are welcomed again.



REPORT ON THE PAST SIX MONTHS BY SIMONE: 
Covid and the school 

The Covid pandemic has hit us all hard. In particular the tourism sector; and it still suffers. But 
let's not forget the youth. In the Western world, the problem of the lock down was solved by 
online classes and the richer schools, here in Indonesia, were also able to implement this system 
with their students. 
But many schools, especially vocational high schools, have fallen "between the cracks" in recent 
years. These courses are based on practical learning and our school, which is focused on the 
tourism industry, had very limited opportunities to prepare the students sufficiently for the 
future and a job in this sector. 
The students who graduated last school year did not take an exam (some have been very happy 
with that), but had had a full education, with practical experience, until at least March/April 
2020. This year it is different. 
The students who graduated this year, more on that later, have not had the opportunity to gain 
much-needed practical experience and now have to wait and see if they can get a job at all. Not 
very motivating to go to school and 'put your shoulders to the wheel'. 
But we try; the hotel school students have plenty of options. The local people also regularly use 
hotels and there are more than enough. It is different for the travel and diving students; despite 
Thalassa giving (and still doing) as much opportunity as possible to gain experience, it's not 
much. We also have no guests. But we make extra dives and there is a lot of work to be done in 
the Rescue course. 11 students graduate and receive their certifications; Open Water, Advanced, 
Rescue, EFR and Nitrox. We agreed that I would approach my network to provide them with an 
(unpaid) internship as soon as the market opens. It's 'making do with what we have'… but as 
always there will be a solution. 

School exams 

School exams in Indonesia normally start in March. Under normal circumstances, the students 
first take a school exam and then have to take a National exam by computer. Also this year the 
exams were limited to school exams and even the most stupid student passed! (hmmm….)



The practical exams were taken by a delegation of the provincial government. The UPW (travel 
and diving) had to welcome 'guests', give a 'brief' on the Covid protocols and describe a tour in the 
area. Since the diving department is not officially recognized by the government, the divers also 
had to do this; obviously not very motivated, until they were allowed to give a real intro for 
Discover Scuba Diving students and a briefing for a dive in Bunaken Timor. 
The ladies of the 'DINAS' were very impressed. Mainly from the demonstration of first aid in the 
event of a motorcycle accident and the response to a panicked diver at the surface on the house 
reef. 
As most of you know we have left the resort, but we just managed to do this..



The hotel students received the 'guests' in Thalassa, escorted them to a table in the restaurant, 
where they were served a drink and a meal, provided by Arnold and his team. Unfortunately, the 
food was only allowed to be eaten after all the students had had their turn. Arnold, our chef, was, 
as a true professional, the one who handed out the scores. He now does this every year for 
different schools…. 
Our school is doing well. Especially thanks to the absolute loyalty and commitment of the handful of 
teachers. We are not the largest school and certainly not the richest, but our school is famous all 
over North Sulawesi for its diving department, but also for the many extra projects we can do. You, 
as a sponsor, definitely contribute to this; so thank you..



Graduation. 

It's a wrap; last Saturday, June 19, 32 students from both departments received their diplomas. Due 
to the protocols still in force, the event was organized in a very simple way. The students had to do 
it this year with a ribbon and a folder with the diploma, a professional photographer and a box of 
cookies. 
A 'drive-through' ceremony… In on one side, out on the other and one by one, with father, mother, 
grandmother and/or brothers and sisters. No speeches, no emotional outbursts… like 'loose sand'. 
But at least there was something. 
Many of the students were helped by you…and we sincerely hope you consider the opportunity to 
move on and help the next generation. 
The focus is still on helping children from the villages; in the vicinity of the school, but also on the 
islands and even from very remote areas in North Sulawesi. It really helps and we wouldn't make it 
without your help.



SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS 
Group of successful students from the project: 

Ardiansyah Mangudis, Christine Lapias, Delta Saladi, Fikrian Lansaeng, Mardianti Mutia, Marlin 
Kaongan, Meicin Korua, Miftha Taturu, Miranti Hengkeng, Natalia Helakaki, Vica Kuera, Ariane 
Mandalika and the teachers. 



Group photo of the two different graduation directions: Hotel Tourism and Dive Tourism, of course 
together with the teachers. 

In the bottom pictures a thank you note for the sponsors, without YOUR financial contribution 
they could never have graduated!!!



More space… 

The Junior Highschool is no longer present as of now. The parents of the students massively 
refused to pay the (very low) school fees and asking, praying, begging, threatening were all to 
no avail. But everything has a golden edge. The SMK (Senior Highschool) now has 3 extra 
classrooms and are very happy with it. The 'old' building is being painted and the roof has been 
repaired. We make a real 'dive lab' in the building and one of the classrooms is used exclusively 
for the diving department. We also set up a small office, where we (Arjen, Satoka and I) can 
work, with decent internet. 

And still.. 

We do beach clean-ups. Spread over 2 days, the entire UPW department went to Siladen Island 
to collect 50 bags of plastic waste, which were then taken to the recycling company, which 
recently opened its doors… Of course, a lot of selfies also have to be taken. 

Stay healthy, Keep diving! 

Love Simone



Before the start of the new school year 2021-2022, all kinds of promotional activities will be held 
to motivate students in North Sulawesie to pursue an education in the tourism industry. Students 
who come from "far" have the possibility to stay internally in the dormitory of the school.  

Also consultation with Simone and teachers which children are eligible for support from the 
Foundation.  

Keep supporting the Foundation! Without support we cannot make it!

Promotional flyer of the school 



SPONSOR PARENT   
In this corona time sponsor parent Liza from Canada managed to bring a visit to the school. This 
was of course a great surprise for the students.  
Left picture Fitria, new teacher at the school. Fitria graduated from this school and went on to 
study at the university to become a German teacher. With great pleasure she is now teaching 
German at her "old" school.

SPONSORSHIP 
During a visit to the diving center the Grevelingen Zeeland Netherlands we were immediately 
spoken to by Martijn that he had some jackets and diving suits for the Foundation. These we have 
received with great gratitude. If we can fly again soon and someone has some kilos left in the 
luggage, please contact the Foundation so it comes in Indonesia!



WEBSITE 
Please take a look at the website www.kehidupan-anda.com. Information on application and 
donation is listed here.

SCHOOL WITH ITS OWN SOCIAL MEDIA 
Krisolton Solagratia can also be followed on 
Facebook and Instagram.

FACEBOOK 
Sign up as a friend on Facebook Kehidupan-Anda with sponsor child Maisya as the logo.

DONATING MONEY 
The Kehidupan-Anda foundation is not subsidized by the government and is therefore dependent 
on donations. For the children your gift makes the difference… 

The Tax Office is helping too! They will be happy to pay a part of donation. Inquire with the tax 
authorities in your own country. 

http://www.kehidupan-anda.com


Board:  
Kehidupan-Anda

Chairman: Paul Meijer                                                                     
paul@kehidupan-anda.com or prlmmeijer@gmail.com Tel nr: 0031 (0)615346664   
Adress: Belhamel 17, 6902 BE Zevenaar, The Netherlands                                                                           
Secretariat: Yvonne Jacobs                                                         
yvonne@kehidupan-anda.com or yhajacobs@gmail.com                             
Treasurer: Rob Lagerweij                                                                
rob@kehidupan-anda.com or roblagerweij@gmail.com                                     
Project Initiator: Simone Gerritsen                                                               
Thalassa 5 Padi Dive Resort, Molas Sulawesi info@thalassamanado.com                   
Tel nr: +62 812 43500956 

Donate:  
IBAN/bankaccount:      
NL66RABO 0147995841 
SWIFT/BIC code: RABONL2U    RSIN/FISCAL/ANBI nr: 820099260    Business register nr: 
34317089   Statutory the Foundation Kehidupan-Anda is residing in Amsterdam
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